New IHP & Behavior Rule Roll-Out Timeline
A Journey from Band-aid to Awesome

June 2015

Jessica polishes the IHP form
Brad starts to help Q’s update behavior plans to
meet bare minimum requirements of the rule

July 1, 2015

Annual reviews use the new IHP form; Jessica helps
Q’s “convert” IHPs
For annuals and semis, behavior strategies meet
bare minimum requirements of the rule, Brad helps
with converting plans and getting needed data

On-going training and writing support . . .

Refine the process . . .

December 31, 2015

Plan for every individual in the ICF’s now meets the
new behavior rule at a bare minimum level, maybe
even more

Early 2016

New IHP is polished and we are used to using it
(not drawn to scale!!)

End of 2016

At annuals & semi’s, plans that just meet bare
minimum requirements are improved to be
awesome

All plans are fully updated and awesome

Behavior Roll-Out Plan
aka
Updating Behavior Plans for the New Rule
&
Behavior Support in the new IHP’s

1. Preview all of your individuals
 If you haven’t already, start thinking about what in their existing plan does & does not work under the
new rule.
 Email Brad with anything you aren’t sure about or want to talk about, so that we can start working on
it ahead of time.

2. Start collaborating on your tough cases
 Start talking to Brad about your most challenging individuals & their plans, so we have plenty of time to
figure out what’s going on.

3. Work on your “average” cases 2 months ahead of their annual (and for 2015, semi’s too)
For the majority of our individuals (nothing too complicated going on), this will be our standard operating
procedure
 Two months before the annual meeting (or semi this year), get together with Brad to look at the
existing plan, talk about what might need to change, what’s working, and what the individual needs
help with.
 Based on the individual, here are some of the things we may do:
o A full FBA (functional behavior analysis)
o A few quick motivational assessments
o A month or so of additional data to confirm our theories
 My hope is that we will have the behavior strategies “done” by 3 weeks before the annual.
 It will be done in collaboration with your behavior support specialist – as much of a team effort as is
practical.

4. When new behaviors emerge, or individuals have times of crisis, ask the behavior support
specialist help problem-solve.

